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The manipulation of plant genomes based on sexual crosses, taking advantage of the
Mendelian principles of segregation and recombination, was central to crop
domestication by aboriginal peoples as well as to the ongoing improvement of crops by
scientific plant breeding, and is substantially responsible for the ability of humanity to
sustain nearly 7 billion people (and growing).
For much of its history, plant
improvement was practiced based solely on phenotype, its effectiveness reduced by the
vagaries of non-genetic factors such as heterogeneous testing environments (see also –
Conventional Plant Breeding for Higher Yields and Pest Resistance). Demonstration of
the chromosomal basis of heredity set the stage for the development of diagnostic tools
to track the movement of genes and genomic regions, and DNA-based markers made it
possible to routinely apply genetic diagnostics in crop improvement and other
applications (see also – Plant Breeding and Molecular Farming). Several types of DNA
markers are widely used, with different strengths and weaknesses and also different
requirements for technological infrastructure and a priori knowledge of the subject
organism. A range of breeding strategies can be employed to develop different types of
genetic populations, suitable to address different questions in inbreeding or outcrossing
taxa. The limited resolution of genetic approaches to mapping of plant genomes are
increasingly complemented by physical approaches, based on physical breakage of
DNA molecules to varying degrees and their computational ‘reassembly’ to deduce the
organization of the native DNA. The fundamental similarity among angiosperm
(flowering) plants resulting from descent from a common ancestor that lived perhaps
140-170 million years ago is reflected in the gene repertoire and arrangement of modern
plants. It is becoming feasible to deduce the probable genome organization of
previously un-studied plants based on comparison of well-studied botanical models, and
methods are well-established for developing DNA markers that work well across
divergent taxa. Technological progress sets the stage for choosing organisms for study
based more heavily on their intrinsic importance, reducing the need that they be facile
for genomics.
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1. What is a genome, and why map it?
The word "genome" describes the total repertoire of DNA in a particular organelle.
Animals have one genome in the nucleus, and a second, very different genome in the
mitochondrion. Plants have yet a third genome, in the chloroplast. While each of these
are important, the nuclear genome is by far the largest of the three, and imparts the vast
majority of characteristics to an organism.
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Genome mapping is a widely-applicable approach to scanning the genetic information
of an organism for genes that are responsible for a specific trait. Higher plants are
thought to have 25,000 or more genes, the vast majority of which remain of unknown
function (although rapid progress is being made toward their characterization in selected
botanical models). A particular strength of genome mapping, is that it facilitates
isolation of genes based simply on measurement of their effect(s) on phenotype -requiring no a priori knowledge of the biochemical function performed by a gene.

A "genome map" can be thought of much as a roadmap, reflecting the relative proximity
of different landmarks to one another. Genome mapping is made possible by the fact
that the nuclear genome in higher organisms is organized and transmitted as linear units,
called chromosomes. Just as mileposts guide the motorist along a highway, "DNA
markers" provide reference points that define specific places along each chromosome.
Two broad categories of genome mapping approaches offer different levels of
resolution at which genomes can be studied.
a. Genetic mapping is based on recombination, literally the naturally-occurring
‘breaking and rejoining’ of chromosomes to determine the relative proximity of
DNA landmarks to one another based on the frequency at which they co-occur
on the same chromosome segment. Recombination is a biological phenomenon
and can occur at very different rates in different genomic regions, populations or
environments. Nonetheless, it directly measures the transmission of genes (or
groups of genes) from parent to progeny, a central component of crop
improvement.
b. Physical mapping involves determination of the proximity of DNA landmarks
by direct measurement of the physical quantity of DNA that lies between them.
This is often similar to genetic mapping, involving artificial breakage of DNA
molecules using radiation, DNA-modifying enzymes, or shear forces, and
determination of the frequency at which DNA landmarks co-occur on the same
chromosome segment. Alternatively, cytomolecular mapping is a form of
physical mapping in which DNA landmarks are directly visualized on
chromosomes using microscopy, and the distance between them measured
directly. Physical mapping is less subject to the vagaries of different genomic
regions, populations or environments than genetic mapping. Further, it
generally offers finer resolution than can be reasonably achieved by genetic
mapping, facilitating cloning of specific genes and sequencing of entire
genomes.
A third approach, comparative mapping, takes advantage of map information (either
genetic or physical, the latter including DNA sequence) from one species to deduce the
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probable gene arrangement in another species. Most frequently, this approach uses
detailed information such as, for example, the completely-sequenced genome of a
botanical model to deduce the probable gene arrangement in the genome of an ‘orphan
crop’ for which DNA-level information is lacking.
2. Genetic mapping
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Genetic mapping uses the Mendelian principles of segregation and recombination to
determine the relative proximity of DNA markers along the chromosomes of an
organism. Most major crops and botanical models now enjoy detailed “reference”
genetic maps of specific populations that were prioritized based on economic
considerations and/or experimental facility, as well as less-detailed maps of many
additional populations made for specific research or crop improvement goals (for
example, the identification of a disease resistance locus). Ideally, the “reference maps”
are a primary source of DNA markers for the less-detailed maps, providing a conduit for
meta-analyses that permit researchers to take advantage of the cumulative results from
studying many different populations, in different environments, for a range of traits.
2.1 Genetic markers

A primary consideration in genetic mapping is the degree of differentiation between the
parents of a population to be studied. For a genetic marker to be ‘informative’ in a
particular population, it must be ‘polymorphic’, revealing different forms (alleles) in the
respective parents. Genetic mapping is naturally closely-allied with crop breeding (see
also – Plant Breeding and Molecular Farming), and indeed, many populations made for
crop breeding have been genetically mapped. However, many crop breeding
populations are derived from crossing the “best with the best” parents, and the parents
are often closely related. Therefore, reference maps tend to be made from populations
made by crossing parents that are maximally divergent at the DNA level, providing for
cost-efficient discovery and characterization of large numbers of DNA markers. This is
done with the tacit, and usually correct, assumption that different subsets of markers
from the reference cross will be informative in different breeding populations.
2.1.1 Visible, or morphological markers

Genetic mapping was practiced for nearly four decades prior to the demonstration that
DNA was the hereditary molecule, taking advantage of the phenomenon of "genetic
linkage" explained by Morgan using "visible markers." A visible marker is simply a
mutation in a particular gene, which imparts a discrete, easily-identified phenotype to an
organism. While most visible markers were randomly transmitted from parent to
progeny, the principle of "genetic mapping" was based on the observation that specific
alleles at an occasional pair of markers were usually co-transmitted (for example,
progeny tending to have the characteristics of either one parent or the other, rather than
random assortment). For such gene pairs, the frequency of the rare ‘recombinants’
(progeny that have the characteristic of one parent at one locus and the other parent at
the other locus) reflects the proximity between the markers along the chromosome.
Students of Drosophila, bean, and a variety of other organisms had demonstrated the
basic principles now associated with genetic mapping, and in fact had constructed
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partial genetic maps, well before it was established that DNA was the molecule they
were studying.
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Several limitations of "visible markers" obstructed the progress that could be made by
early practitioners of genetic mapping. First, visible markers often had deleterious
effects on the organism -- after all, they represented mutations in a gene that had an
obvious function. (For example, consider the competitiveness of wingless fruitflies, in
nature). While laboratory strains of organisms were carefully maintained in noncompetitive environments, a particular strain could typically only survive under the
"genetic load" of a few visible markers. Because hundreds of such markers were
needed to provide mileposts for all regions of all chromosomes, extensive genetic
mapping experiments simply were not feasible. Moreover, visible markers were rare -in the day of Morgan (circa 1910), identification of visible markers was a serendipitous
event. Genetic linkage analysis required that visible markers be assembled into
"multiply marked stocks" by tedious breeding procedures that might take longer than
the experiment. Today, such "visible markers" can be created and identified in an
efficient manner– while they remain obsolete as genetic markers, they do contribute to
quickly and efficiently isolating genes associated with a particular phenotype.
2.1.2 Protein markers

With the advent of electrophoresis (the separation of molecules based on differential
migration in an electrical field), macromolecules encoded in the hereditary information
of an organism supplemented, and eventually largely replaced visible markers. Most
such markers were specific proteins, for which enzymatic assays were known that
yielded colorimetric substrates. ‘Isozyme’ analysis (see also – Enzyme Production) led
to numerous fundamental insights into genome organization and population biology as
well as practical uses as diagnostic tools for specific traits, and remains in practice today
for applications that only require a modest number of genetic markers per organism.
Many of the underlying proteins function in primary metabolism and the same ‘staining’
procedures work across a wide range of taxa, so these methods are among the quickest
and cheapest marker systems to develop, being readily applied to new taxa or new
questions with a minimum of upfront investment. However, colorimetric stains are only
available for a modest number of proteins, limiting isozyme studies to systems for
which sufficient information could be obtained from only a small sampling of loci in a
genome.
2.2 DNA markers

The demonstration that DNA was the hereditary molecule, the unraveling of the genetic
code, and discovery that fortuitous properties of specific ‘molecular shears’ called
‘restriction enzymes’, permitted the reproducible isolation and ‘cloning’ (replication of
the DNA in a bacterium) of specific segments of DNA, laid the groundwork for modern
plant genomics. By basing genetic analysis directly on DNA, rather than on naturally
occurring "visible markers", no longer did scientists have to endure long and tedious
breeding experiments to assemble visible markers into "multiply marked stocks" -since members of a taxon shared a common DNA language. Instead, one might take
advantage of naturally-occurring "spelling errors" (mutations) in the language -- most of
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which had no effect on the viability or fitness of the organism, thus could accumulate
freely in a lineage without impairing viability. Moreover, because one had millions,
sometimes billions of "letters" in which "spelling errors" (mutations) might occur, the
number of potential "DNA markers" was far greater than visible or protein markers.
2.3 Key characteristics of DNA markers
In setting the stage for a comprehensive comparison of the spectrum of DNA marker
types, I must first define some key characteristics that differentiate among them.
2.3.1 Separation method
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Most DNA markers have traditionally required some form of electrophoresis, the
separation of different macromolecules by differential migration in an electrical field.
The medium through which the molecules migrate largely determines the resolution that
can be obtained, Agarose electrophoresis (see also – Physical Methods applied in
Biotechnology) has been, and remains widely practiced, routinely permitting separation
of DNA fragments ranging in size from about 0.2 – 20 kb, with specialized methods
available for separations of up to 2000 kb or more. One can routinely differentiate
between bands that differ in size by about 5-10%, with specialized (and costly) grades
of agarose used at high concentrations permitting DNA bands differing in size by 2% to
be resolved in the range of 200-1000bp. Acrylamide electrophoresis, involving more
costly reagents and more complex gel preparation, offers single-nucleotide resolution
with some commercial instruments partially automating data collection. Capillary
electrophoresis, now routine for high-throughput sequencing, also offers singlenucleotide resolution and automates both the gel preparation and data collection
processes, but requires time on a costly instrument with a costly service contract.
Nonetheless, instrument depreciation and service contract can be amortized over much
data – in principle, the instrument can perform ~1500-2000 separations per day, each of
which may contain 4 loci.
There are significant advantages of DNA marker methods that do not require
electrophoresis, being based instead on the ability to detect mismatches in hybridization
of one DNA molecule to another. Relatively short (ca 20 nt or less) DNA fragments are
particularly sensitive to mismatches, which can alter the ‘melting’ (denaturation)
temperature of double-stranded DNA by 5 C.
In principle, this permits one to
distinguish ‘match’ versus ‘mismatch’ for thousands of samples at a time. First
implemented in 1983, such methods have recently been adapted to ‘microarray’
platforms that permit many thousands of loci to be screened for polymorphism on a
single microscope slide.
2.3.2 Biallelism
In most diploid or allopolyploid plants (the latter behaving essentially as diploids at
meiosis), an individual may have one of three possible genotypes at a locus.
Specifically, it can be heterozygous with one allele from each of its parents, or it can be
homozygous for one parental allele or the other (assuming that inbreeding can be done,
as is true for most diploid and allopolyploid plants) (see also – Genetic Engineering of
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Plants). Complete information, i.e. the presence in the parents of different alleles that
can each be uniquely distinguished in the progeny, offers substantial advantages in
genetic mapping. In several DNA marker systems, one parental allele is null,
represented by the absence of a band. In this situation, one can know that if a
segregating individual has no band, it is homozygous for the allele of the parent with the
null polymorphism. However, if the band is present, it could be either heterozygous or
homozygous (most assays lacking the sensitivity to quantitatively distinguish one copy
from two). In genetic populations in which al three possible genotypes are still present
(see further discussion below), this substantially reduces the genetic map information
that can be obtained from a population.
2.3.3 Distribution
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The organization of different types of DNA elements in plant genomes studied to date is
highly structured, with the pericentromeric regions of chromosomes tending to be rich
in repetitive DNA and the distal regions tending to be gene-rich. Accordingly, DNA
markers that are based on genes and gene-like sequences are expected to be enriched in
distal regions of the chromosomes. While repetitive DNA is generally rich in the
pericentromeric space, some classes such as most DNA transposons tend to be
distributed more like genes. It is particularly important to have adequate marker density
in the gene-rice regions, as these also tend to experience more recombination and
therefore need more markers to adequately diagnose genotype. Ideally, one might
employ two or more complementary ‘classes’ of DNA markers to obtain good genome
coverage in a reference map.
-
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